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Dysfunction is a research based art installation 
and performance that proposes to the viewer/participant 
to experience the process of connecting artists researchers 
methodology to management mutations.

Dysfunction presents the journey of the “Dissemination & 
Valorisation” team, a group of three management and 
artists researchers, in charge of value creation within the 
ABRIR Collective research project. The D&V team con-
fronted two very different methodologies in order to pro-
duce experimental research forms. 

Dysfunction unveils the process followed by artists and 
researchers, whose objective was to create a method for 
producing results of a different kind.

Some artists’ researchers work on their own artistic prac-
tice, in a dynamic of exchanges between theory and 









practice. In order to go from practice to theory, one needs 
to step back and to transform experiences into concepts. 
Dysfunction proposes this type of experimental method-
ology to management researchers, and invites them to be 
actors and observers at the same time. Dysfunction stems 
from forms of art that use language, ideas and concepts as 
raw material.

To raise the question of functionality, Dysfunction is an invi-
tation to rethink the aesthetic of research while pushing 
the boundaries of art.  How to make our research results 
to account about the experience and as in arts, produce 
results that account for the process?

How can we produce objects that make sense both as art-
works and as knowledge forms? Can we, as researchers 
question the very nature of our publications to seek wider 
and more democratic distribution? Can paradigms shift 









enough that progressively self-publishing research findings 
could be considered as a suitable research outcome?

Dysfunction may not achieve this goal, but it is a step 
towards wider access to academic knowledge. As we ana-
lysed our own production, we unveiled four key steps that 
present the process:

DATA = (ir)Relevance: choice, range — No raw data but 
always already transformed: interpretation, point of view — 
Put to the test, shared — Emergence vs. decision (themes, 
issues) — Experience data (visioning the artworks, immer-
sion in events…): collective and individual critical affective 
experience.

TRANSFORMATION = Of the selves (individual, collec-
tive): identification, rejection — Translation as production 









— Mise en abyme — Time: lived (succession), rhythm, 
irruption (interruption) — Fiction — Enabling reflexivity and 
dialogism

COLLECTIVE = Heterogeneity, differences (skills, back-
grounds, personality) — Common language — Interests, 
specific or/and shared —  Empathy, agreement vs. resist-
ances, conflicts — Gradually building a community

STAGING = Reception: evaluation (utility?), produc-
tion (the receiver is producing part of the work) — 
Performance (performativity of the process, result, 
“movingness”, e-motion) — Presentation vs. rep-
resentation (non-representational knowing)

At stake is the reversal of power into more democratic ways 
of producing and evaluating. Artists tend to work with 









visual formats, whereas management researchers, who 
tend to « reside » within academic institutions and rules 
use language and standarized formats to represent their 
findings.

As researchers and artists are usually craving for independ-
ence and orginality, and certainly this craving has a political 
colouring. Confronting our methodologies, within regular 
academic formats, lead management research towards 
« alternative spaces » and other form of political colouring. 
Dysfunction shows how knowledge within our publications 
does not only reside in the content, but also in the shape 
and the process through which we made them.
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